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CHAPTER 2

Towards managing nonlinear
regional development 
trajectories 2

Abstract
Regions can become ‘locked’ into a spatial-economic development trajectory, 
thereby losing their capacity to adapt to spatial dynamics. This is in contrast 
to those regions that seem to be able to reinvent themselves by adapting 
to processes that drive spatial change, deviating from past development 
trajectories and giving rise to nonlinearity. This paper focuses on the influence 
that spatial planning has on stimulating as well as frustrating such nonlinear 
development. Based on an analysis of the development trajectory of the Wadden 
Sea Region, we clarify the relationship between spatial planning, lock-in 
situations and the coming about of nonlinear development trajectories. For 
conceptual support on nonlinearity, we turn to the complexity sciences. This 
assists us to reflect on planning strategies, and we discuss how spatial planning 
can contribute to managing emergent nonlinearity.

Keywords
Complexity theory, strategic planning, lock-in, adaptive capacity, Wadden Sea 
Region2
2  Reprint from: Hartman, S. & De Roo, G. (2013). Towards managing nonlinear regional development  
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2.1

 Introduction 

P
lanners struggle continuously to try to understand the processes that 
drive spatial changes and the extent to which they are able to influence 
these processes. The emergence of a global economy (Amin & Thrift, 

1995) and network society (Castells, 1996) has meant that the processes 
that drive spatial and economic change are increasingly interconnected and 
interact between multiple levels of scale. These processes are facilitated 
by innovations in, among other things, communication and transportation 
technology, reducing the time and costs to move people, goods, capital and 
ideas. Also, the development of trade blocks (e.g. EU, NAFTA) has led to an 
increase in cross-border interaction (Baldwin, 2006; McCann, 2008). Processes 
that influence spatial development are therefore not confined to the borders 
of nation states. The course that these developments take is influenced by 
international movements, and thus is often beyond the reach of local and 
regional planners. As such, prescriptive blueprint plans and top-down planning 
schemes focusing on control and manageability have been shown to be 
insufficiently effective (Healey, 2006; Faludi & Van der Valk, 1994). 

Spatial changes driven by processes such as globalization and changing societal 
behaviour are often, from a local or regional perspective, inefficiently dealt 
with, considered as static manifestations and frozen in time by command-and-
control planning. Globalizing trends nevertheless find their way to regional and 
local levels of development. Consequently, such macro processes autonomously 
drive shifts in spatial patterns and development trajectories at the local and 
regional level (Antrop 1998; Antrop, 2005; Andrews & Boyne, 2008). The extent 
to which such processes affect spatial and economic development differs 
between specific areas and regions, and relates, among other factors, to the 
degree to which planning constrains contextual influences affecting local and 
regional development. In this context, Martin & Sunley (2006, p. 395) argue that 
some “regional economies become locked into development paths that lose 
dynamism, whilst other regional economies seem able to avoid this danger and 
in effect are able to ‘reinvent’ themselves through successive new paths or 
phases of development”. This paper contributes to this discussion by clarifying 
the role of strategic spatial planning in stimulating as well as frustrating 
reinvention. As such, it contributes to an enhanced understanding of managing 
emergent ‘nonlinear’ development trajectories.  

The development trajectory of the Wadden Sea Region (WSR), situated in the 
northern part of the Netherlands (see figure 2), poses an interesting case for 

this research. We provide insight into how the development trajectory towards 
a potential lock-in situation can be reinforced through planning. Moreover, we 
clarify how nonlinearity comes about and explore impacts on planning to discuss 
how planning can contribute to managing emergent nonlinearity. The WSR is 
a predominantly rural region and is characterized by a history of functional 
specialization in support of the development and revenues of the agricultural 
sector. Past and contemporary planning strategies in the Netherlands have 
been in favour of two strictly separated land uses, agricultural development 
and nature protection, limiting other types of land use. This has resulted in a 
relatively monotonous landscape, economically as well as morphologically, 
and provided incentives for migration especially among the youth (Van Wissen, 
2009). Nowadays, the area lags behind in socio-economic development and is 
confronted with liveability issues. One example of these issues is population 
decline relating to factors such as impoverishment, vacant properties and 
the struggle to provide for public facilities. The rise of these issues provides 
incentives to reconsider planning strategies with regard to spatial development. 
So far, the planning regime has been rather restrictive towards alternative 
trajectories. However, there have been gradual developments that indicate 
that the region has potential for alternative activities in addition to production 
and protection (cf. Woods, 2007; Holmes, 2008). Leisure and tourism-related 
activities are a good example of these developments.

To understand the phenomena in the WSR more conceptually, the notions of 
lock-in and nonlinearity provide alternative and promising insights. Lock-in 
helps to explain high specialization and clustering, which result from functional, 
cognitive and political rigidity that tend to reinforce one another. In such 
situations, capabilities to adjust development trajectories to adapt to changing 
circumstances can become constrained, and may result in situations perceived 
as negative (Benneworth & Hospers, 2007). The concept can help to explain 
why developments are being constrained, as these are dynamic and nonlinear 
and are confronted with and framed by rather static institutional conditions. 
This perspective contributes to understanding why the WSR became highly 
specialized while alternative development trajectories are being suppressed, 
which eventually gives rise to socio-economic decline. The notion of lock-in has 
been developed mostly in industrial regions (Grabher, 1993; Martin and Sunley, 
2007; Hassink, 2005; Hassink, 2010) but it has been applied to rural areas as well 
(Allison & Hobbs, 2004). Moreover, given the emergent issues in the WSR, the 
concept is considered to be useful in the context of the case study.  

The notions of lock-in and nonlinearity, however, need more conceptual support 
when aiming to explain their emergence (also see Essletzbichler & Rigby, 2007) 
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in order to reflect on and develop planning strategies. In the context of regional 
development and anticipating contextual pressures, increasingly theories are 
explored that revolve around resilience (Hassink, 2010; Pendall et al., 2010) 
and complexity (Rauws & De Roo, 2011; De Roo & Silva, 2010; De Roo et al., 
2012). Resilience theories generally adopt a dynamic equilibrium perspective 
describing how systems rebound in response to external perturbations, whereas 
complexity theory adopts an out-of-equilibrium perspective implying irreversible 
processes and the persistent creation of new, unique situations (see De Roo, 
2012). Since spatial development processes are predominantly irreversible, 
complexity theories have a central place in this paper and we aim to contribute 
to the theoretical debate from this perspective. However, we do note that, very 
recently, debates in the context of regional development on resilience contest 
equilibrium perspectives as well (Hassink, 2010; Pike et al., 2010), and they 
explore more dynamic evolutionary perspectives (Simmie & Martin, 2010).

This paper extends contemporary debates in strategic planning literature that 
focus on dealing with dynamics and uncertainties. Whereas those debates have 
revolved around knowability and reducing uncertainty, this paper embraces 
nonlinearity and uncertainty. It further develops emergent ideas on regions 
being out of equilibrium to a greater or lesser extent (e.g. De Roo & Silva, 2010; 
De Roo et al., 2012), particularly by focusing on the mechanisms behind spatial 
dynamics. We take the perspective that processes driving spatial dynamics can 
be highly complex, and that the way development trajectories unfold is uncertain 
to a greater or lesser extent. The paper aims to enhance our understanding of 
planning co-evolving in response to a persistently dynamic object of planning (in 
this case, the WSR region). 

This paper consists of four parts. The first part elaborates on nonlinear 
development trajectories in relation to spatial planning. The second part 
introduces the basic notions from complexity theory to better conceptualize 
nonlinearity. The concept of transitions is put forward to link the emergence 
of nonlinearity to spatial planning and decision-making. In the third part, the 
theoretical concepts are used to clarify the spatial development of the WSR. In 
the fourth part, we reflect on the introduced theoretical concepts to enhance our 
understanding about avoiding lock-in by means of adaptation in rural planning 
(agricultural areas in particular) and spatial planning in autonomously changing 
situations in general. The conclusions drawn in this paper will help regions to 
anticipate both the positive and the negative impacts of autonomous contextual 
changes. 

2.2

 Relating nonlinearity to spatial planning

I
n the realm of spatial development and planning, there is a growing sense 
of ‘complexity’ that can be related to the understanding that many spatial 
themes are interrelated and interconnected throughout different levels of 

scale. This is accentuated by the global network economy and cross-border 
political relationships (Urry, 2003). Antrop (1998) notes that spatial development 
and emergent landscape structures should therefore be interpreted as often 
being the result of “planning mixed with processes of autonomous development” 
(p. 158). How development trajectories unfold in the future is likely to involve 
uncertainties, because they are unpredictable to a greater or lesser extent. 
In this context, the prescriptive, comprehensive approaches based solely on 
sectoral planning and technical rationality have already been criticized for 
lacking effectiveness and the flexibility to cope adequately with changing 
circumstances (Healey, 2006; De Roo, 2003). 

Planners are, as a consequence, no longer seen as objective experts able to 
fully understand planning issues in a reductionist manner and to come up 
with appropriate solutions (Allmendinger, 2002; Healey, 2006). Predictability 
and control, revolving around ‘knowability’, have been substituted partially 
by communicative approaches over the last two decades. This has resulted 
in the conception that multiple views and interpretations co-exist on spatial 
development, while also implying that consensus can be found (an ‘agreed 
reality’) that one can hold on to. We put forward an additional step proposing to 
incorporate and appreciate the emergence of nonlinearity and the importance of 
adaptation (Hartman et al., 2011). The decreasing confidence in command-and-
control planning and recognition of autonomous processes provide arguments 
to take into account the potentialities that may emerge out of nonlinearity, 
referring to situations that cannot be interpreted as an exact continuation or 
extrapolation of past trajectories. The unfolding challenge for planners is to 
utilize existing autonomous dynamics and orient these dynamics to transition 
goals desired by society (Rotmans & Kemp, 2003). 

In this context, the concept of ‘lock-in’ is coined to describe situations wherein 
spatial structures and political, institutional settings are adjusted in support 
of a single or limited number of options. As a result, regions may become highly 
specialized and potentially become less resilient (Simmie & Martin, 2010) and 
“victims of their earlier success” (Boschma & Lambooy, 1999, p. 416) especially 
when a spatial-functional lock-in is reinforced by a cognitive and/or political 
lock-in (Grabher, 1993; Hassink, 2005). The ability to deviate from a vested 
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2008; Garnsey & McGlade, 2006). Through feedback (learning, adapting) and feed 
forward loops (predicting, planning), complex systems are capable of constantly 
assessing the impact of local scale, self-organized changes on sustaining the 
adaptive performance of a system (Heylighen et al., 2007; Cilliers, 2005; Holland, 
1995; Portugali, 2008). 

Although these local, self-organized changes, brought about in response to 
contextual or environmental dynamics, tend to build on earlier developments  
– they are path-dependent – they do not necessarily imply a linear continuation 
of historical paths (Belussi, 1998; Van Notten et al., 2005). Patterns created in 
the past can be gradually changed and renewed as constituents ‘adapt’ their 
actions and activities to acquire a better ‘fit’ relative to one another and to take 
into account the possibilities and constraints stemming from the contextual 
environment (Holland, 1995; Cilliers, 1998; Folke, 2002). The ability to perform 
adaptive behaviour is a central property to deal with dynamics. Moreover, 
through reconfiguring and performing such nonlinear development, a complex 
system retains its adaptive capacities, needed for its ‘survival’ in the future. This 
implies a certain degree of restlessness resulting from a persistent process of 
becoming (De Roo et al., 2012).

2.4

 Linking nonlinearity and lock-in to spatial planning   
 and decision-making

N
onlinear development trajectories are produced through the adaptive 
behaviour in response to local and contextual dynamics; over time, 
the system transforms and moves from one relatively stable state to 

another. How nonlinear development trajectories unfold over time – the process 
of shifting from one state to another – has been further operationalized, in social 
contexts, under the heading of ‘transitions’ (Bridges, 1991; Rauws & De Roo, 
2009 building on Nicolis & Prigogine, 1989; Kemp et al., 2007). A transition can 
be interpreted as “a set of interconnected changes, which reinforce each other 
but take place in different areas, such as technology, the economy, institutions, 
ecology, culture, behaviour and belief systems” as it is phrased by Rotmans 
& Kemp (2003, p. 9). Hence, transitions are driven by various interrelated 
processes that can take place at different levels of scale, and can vary in 
speed, intensity and effect (Rotmans et al., 2001). Transitions can therefore 
be understood as a confluence of processes occurring at multiple levels of 
scale, wherein patterns and relationships are changed fundamentally and 
irreversibly (Rauws & De Roo, 2011). As such, how development trajectories at 

development trajectory is then constrained by rigidly retaining traditional spatial 
patterns, policies, strategies and institutional settings that once supported 
economic growth in an area but do so no longer. Consequently, mismatches will 
emerge between entrepreneurial and societal desires and institutional settings, 
causing an inability to acquire other, perhaps better, suitable combinations 
of land uses and functions at a specific time and place (see also Arthur, 1995; 
Hassink, 2005). Consequently, over time a region may become confronted with 
lagging socio-economic development (Sharpley, 2004). Conversely, emergent 
self-organized initiatives by policy entrepreneurs may provide windows 
of opportunity (cf. Kingdon, 2002), meaning that indicators of alternative 
development trajectories are present (Geels & Schot, 2007). 

2.3

 A complexity perspective on nonlinear development 

T
here is a growing awareness that spatial developments are affected by 
multiple interconnected and interrelated processes that take place at 
different levels of scale, allowing nonlinear development trajectories 

to emerge; this has led to the interest in exploring the scope of complexity 
theories in the realm of planning (Batty, 2005; Portugali, 2008; Urry, 2003; Byrne, 
2005; De Roo & Silva, 2010). Complexity theories can offer a set of concepts to 
assist planning practitioners and theorists to enhance their understanding of 
interacting processes on multiple levels of scale. 

The central issues in complexity theories, originally stemming from systems 
theory, chaos theory and evolutionary thinking (see Wolfram, 1984; Waldrop, 
1992), are the dynamics and characteristics of complex adaptive systems. 
Complex adaptive systems develop neither in a predictable, linear manner, 
nor in a fully chaotic and unpredictable way. Instead, complex systems can be 
understood as continuously adapting, re-organizing and, through time, moving 
towards different and new equilibria (which will never be reached). Since new 
relatively stable states (near equilibrium) may differ fundamentally from stable 
states of the past, it is argued that complex systems develop in a nonlinear 
manner (Waldrop, 1992; Phelan, 1995).

The capacity to adapt producing nonlinear development is attributed to the 
process of self-organization. Self-organization is coined when constituents 
within a system creatively and spontaneously, without something or someone in 
control, rearrange themselves and their interactions in response to contextual 
dynamics and pressures (see also Kauffman, 1993; Kauffman, 1995; Heylighen, 
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apply to the self-organizing behaviour of policy entrepreneurs trying to acquire a 
better fit given changed contextual circumstances and local characteristics.

This paper continues with an analysis of the development trajectory of the WSR 
to empirically illustrate the theoretical debate presented above. The analysis 
aims to clarify four aspects. First, the processes at play that autonomously drive 
spatial and economic patterns in the region to change, giving rise to societal 
urgencies and planning issues. Second, the circumstances in which planning 
contributes to lock-in. Third, the identification of self-organized novelties that 
indicate a potentially better fit with situations desired by society (business, 
civic, political). These could serve as indicators for a nascent transition and as 
representatives of a potential alternative trajectory that may guide planning 
and decision-making. Fourth, the conditions for newly emerging developments, 
leading to discussion about whether alternative planning strategies are needed 
to further foster novelties as a means to avoid negative lock-in situations. The 
theoretical propositions presented provide a framework of concepts that allows 
us to reflect on and rethink planning strategies for the WSR that are helpful to 
anticipate non linearity. 

2.5

 Development trajectory of the Wadden Sea Region

I
n the WSR – located in the northern part of the Netherlands, north of the 
cities of Groningen, Leeuwarden and Den Helder, reaching up to the Wadden 
Sea Islands and including one of Europe’s largest tidal seas, the Wadden 

Sea (see figure 2) – the dynamisms of spatial and economic patterns show signs 

local and regional levels unfold towards the future is shaped partly by contextual 
processes that perturb in a relatively autonomous manner. This causes 
outcomes to become unpredictable to a greater or lesser extent, and trajectories 
to develop nonlinearly.

When actors adapt their behaviour, and processes interlock and reinforce 
one another, a particular development trajectory can gain momentum. Over 
time, this could give rise to structural, evolutionary or radical change. Such a 
transition becomes spatially manifest when new developments, land uses and 
concepts emerge that deviate from past trajectories. Emergent self-organized 
novelties represent an apparent move away from one state and towards an 
alternative state (which is possibly a more-or-less unknown), thereby also 
serving as indicators of how the development trajectory of a region may unfold 
in the future. However, when processes block one another, and adaptation or 
co-adaption is lacking, development may be constrained and transitions may be 
inhibited in their evolution (Martens & Rotmans, 2005).

Accepting that transitions happen relatively autonomously due to processes 
that cannot be fully understood and controlled, planners should also accept that 
transitions “cannot be managed in terms of command and control, they can be 
managed in terms of influencing and adjusting: a more subtle, evolutionary way 
of steering” (Loorbach and Rotmans, 2006, p. 5). Hence, planners are challenged 
to identify positive and negative ‘trajectories and patterns in emergent 
tendencies’ and are burdened with the task of “imagining ways to enhance or 
counteract them” (Healey, 2001, p. 153). 

Stimulating the abilities to adapt and undergo transitions to manage 
perturbations, in the context of spatial development, is as such strongly 
related to the co-adaptation of spatial planning and the receptiveness in terms 
of politics and decision-making. Spatial development strategies can indeed 
hamper as well as foster nonlinearity. On the one hand, through spatial planning, 
room may be created for the emergence of self-organized novelties, facilitating 
the emergence of potential front-runners or ‘weak signals’ (Ansoff, 1975) of 
alternative trajectories in the near future. Additionally, planning strategies 
might be adapted as a means to generate positive feedback (Urry, 2007) or 
self-reinforcing feedback (Senge, 1990) to stimulate further development. 
On the other hand, to avoid negative impacts in retaining a particular vested 
development trajectory, alternative nascent trajectories may be avoided or 
suppressed. However, this process, also referred to as negative feedback 
(Urry, 2007), may result, perhaps unintentionally, in a negative lock-in situation 
(Arthur, 1995; Martin, 2010); here, negative externalities emerge and constraints 
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Figure 2: Overview of the northern Netherlands and the Wadden Sea Region
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and the Natura 2000 guidelines on the international level, are influential. On the 
national level, natural qualities are preserved through the institutionalization 
of ‘National Landscapes’ and what is known as the ‘national ecological main 
structure’. Also some ministries have issued policy plans in response to the 
growing interest in nature, ecology, landscapes and heritage sites (see Nota 
Belvedère, Ministry of OC&W et al., 1999; Nota Ruimte, Ministry of VROM et al., 
2006; Agenda Landschap, Ministry of LNV & VROM, 2008; Ministry of VROM et al, 
2007). To comply with the rather top-down imposed policies aimed at protecting 
land uses, mainly agriculture and nature, land uses were spatially separated 
and enforced through strategic policy plans and zoning plans (Hartman & de 
Roo, 2009). Additional land reclamation became contested. Interactions were 
avoided as a means to mitigate environmental impacts on the one hand, and on 
the other hand to accommodate the interests of the agricultural sector as best 
as possible. 

The adequacy of this approach, however, turned out to be temporary due to 
the impact of contextual dynamics and processes of self-organization. First, 
increasing international competition triggered farmers to develop bigger and 
highly mechanized businesses to increase efficiency. However, the possibilities 
for spatial transformations, such as rationalizing landscapes or reclaiming 
additional land to support further up-scaling to increase effectiveness, 
were restricted due to policies supporting land use claims related to nature 
and landscape heritage. As a result, the up-scaling processes through 
landscape transformation were inhibited in localities facing many different 
land use claims. Alternative sources of income gradually became necessary 
to sustain agribusinesses. Second, as up-scaling continued through mergers 
and acquisitions and mechanization increased, the number of farms and 
agribusinesses as well as employment in the sector declined (De Bont et al., 
2007). Moreover, tensions started to emerge due to net migration to nearby 
cities, especially by the youth for education and employment opportunities 
(Van Wissen, 2009). The highly specialized localities in the region are nowadays 
subject to liveability issues such as population decline and vacant properties, 
and experience difficulties of scale to provide for public facilities (e.g. public 
transportation, primary schools) and to retain small enterprises. 

Rigidly continuing the traditional development trajectory emphasizing two 
separate mono-functions, agriculture and nature, may amplify these negative 
effects. The perspective of a further lagging of socio-economic development 
of the region triggered the societal (and political) interest in alternative 
development trajectories. As such, development strategies that revolve around 
either protection (nature) or production (agriculture) became contested.  

of fundamental change. For centuries the agricultural sector dominated the 
area, both spatially and economically. However, recently other land uses have 
emerged at the local level that revolve around quality of space, and are related 
mostly to leisure, recreation, healthcare and suburban and exurban living. By 
analyzing this transition-in-progress, we can clarify the relationship between 
spatial planning, lock-in and emergent nonlinearity. The analysis allows us to 
reflect on current planning strategies and comment on how to better manage 
largely autonomously emerging nonlinearity. 

 Local and regional dynamics in response to contextual change:   
 nascent nonlinearity

 From a nonlinear perspective, we could say that in the past the agricultural 
dominance in the region developed due to successful processes of self-
organization receiving self-reinforcing (positive) feedback. The fertile clay soils 
of the coastal zone provided resources for viable farms and agribusinesses. Over 
time, bottom-up strategies have been applied to cultivate the area. For many 
centuries, people built houses on small man-made, artificial hills (‘terpen’ or 
‘wierden’) as a defence mechanism against flooding, and claimed (or reclaimed) 
small tracts of land from the Wadden Sea to create additional land. Starting off 
with these local private, self-organized initiatives, the availability of advancing 
technologies such as mechanical pumps and the ability to construct large sea 
dykes allowed the reclamation of additional land. Increasing mechanization, to 
enable larger tracts of land to be worked with less manpower, and international 
competition requiring the scaling up of operations combined to provide 
incentives to create highly rationalized and efficient production landscapes with 
a rather monotonous spatial and economic character (Berkhout & Van Bruchem, 
2007). In this period, spatial planning consisted mainly of landscape design to fit 
the conditions for development set by the agricultural sector. 

The persistent focus on agriculture and the impact of radical transformations 
undertaken to rationalize landscapes and reclaim land has been increasingly 
criticized. At a contextual level, there was an increase in the societal awareness 
about the negative impacts of specialization and landscape rationalization on 
nature, ecology and landscape heritage. The 1974 Mazure and 1976 Staatsen 
advisory commissions illustrate this: they advocated the ecological and 
geomorphological uniqueness and societal importance of the tidal wetlands 
in the region. From the 1970s on, rules and regulations have been created 
by various governmental institutions to preserve the natural and ecological 
qualities of, in particular, the Wadden Sea, the Lauwersmeer and large parts of 
the Wadden Islands. The European Commission’s Bird and Habitat guidelines, 
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case, non-agricultural or semi-agricultural farmers as well as urbanites 
or ex-urbanites start businesses related not only to tourism, recreation, 
local produce and organic farming but also to health care, wellness, energy 
production and cottage industries (Overbeek et al., 2006, Berkhout & Van 
Bruchem, 2008). This is most manifest in the areas that have recently been 
declared National Landscapes, namely ‘Middag en Humsterland’ and the 
‘Friese Wouden’ (see figure 2). Moreover, villages surrounding the larger towns, 
such as Winsum and Zuidhorn near Groningen, are increasingly perceived as 
attractive places for living, and experience an influx of urbanites (Van der Schuit 
et al., 2008). In the surrounding municipalities they find space, tranquillity and 
characteristic landscapes, villages and farm houses that allow them to adopt a 
more rural lifestyle (Hermans & De Roo 2006; Brouwer et al., 2007). 

Although this indicates a fundamental difference compared to the traditional 
development trajectory of the region, especially on the mainland, exceptions 
to either nature or agriculture are still occasionally ‘allowed’ politically and 
administratively as a result of vested interests, planning strategies and routines. 
A transition is constrained in its development. The transformations around the 
Lauwersmeer (Lauwers Lake) illustrate this (see figure 2). Here, the availability  
of nature, characteristic landscapes, water, tranquillity and open space 
triggered developments related to leisure, recreation, living and healthcare, 
such as the Esonstad holiday village, the Lauwersee villa park and the 
care and recreational facilities of Lauwershage. To avoid negative impacts, 
developments are limited to a few locations, mainly on the fringes in between 
nature and agricultural areas. As a result, the density of buildings is relatively 
high and the connectivity with surrounding areas is deliberately limited. 
From a socio-economic perspective, some developments operate therefore 
as stand-alone entities. Esonstad, for example, came with a new restaurant, 
grocery store and several shops, whereas retailers in nearby villages, important 
as they are for local inhabitants, liveability and social life, struggle to keep 
businesses open.

The nascent nonlinear development trajectory gives rise to controversies 
in terms of spatial planning and decision-making. Promoting relatively 
monofunctional areas in the interest of nature protection and agricultural 
development through spatially separating land uses may limit the development 
options and potential for leisure-related developments. Promoting 
multifunctional land use, however, may impede the progress of the agricultural 
sector and have a negative impact on the services and amenities provided by 
landscapes and nature. Such controversies emerge when land uses are to some 
extent competitive and not fully compatible. Consequently, these situations 

 Potentialities for lock-in, and indicators for alternative    
 development trajectories 

 Land uses other than agriculture and nature gradually became more 
important for local societies in terms of liveability and socio-economic 
development; however, they have been largely of marginal interest. In support 
of the agricultural sector, and later also to protect environmental qualities, 
alternative, deviating initiatives received ‘negative feedback’ through 
restrictive zoning plans and policies, kept in place by local politicians and the 
work of organizations (especially political lobby groups and vested-interest 
groups) affiliated to well-organized farmers’ groups and nature protection 
agencies. As such, the spatial-functional development trajectory that proved 
successful in the past was reinforced (gaining positive feedback) politically and 
administratively. Given the perceived negative socio-economic externalities, 
rigidly holding on to vested planning strategies and continuing this trajectory 
of traditional development in a linear manner reinforces these effects. By 
not adapting to create room for novelties (self-organized or otherwise) and 
alternative development trajectories, conditions may be created that result in 
the region lapsing into a lock-in situation.

As this perspective slowly became reality, the receptivity towards alternative 
trajectories increased. Locally, entrepreneurs were able to convince and tempt 
authorities to introduce new types of novelties (self-organized or otherwise): 
from individuals starting bed and breakfasts or hotels to larger multinational 
organizations exploiting holiday villages. Also, the wide availability of the 
internet allows for home-based businesses related to art, IT, consultancy and 
other ‘cottage industries’. Contextual developments such as the emergent 
societal interest in landscape heritage, nature and ecology as well as the 
increasing welfare levels, available free time and improved mobility changed 
lifestyles and opened up local opportunities for development related to leisure, 
recreation and tourism (cf. Phillipson et al., 2004). These initiatives were 
considered relatively compatible with heritage, nature and particular landscapes 
that originated in the past. The extent to which the initiatives find political 
support from local communities, however, varies strongly throughout the region. 

On the islands in the Wadden Sea, the agricultural sector has not been as 
prominent as on the mainland; the potential of characteristics such as sandy 
beaches, picturesque villages, nature and ecology for tourism, leisure and 
recreation had been recognized for decades, and is nowadays providing 
the largest source of income (Raad voor de Wadden, 2008). In areas where 
multiple land use claims coincide, agriculture is unable to up-scale; in this 
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whether the focus on either protection or production needs adaptation,  
but how to adapt to enhance positive effects and mitigate negative 
consequences. 

 Adapting planning strategies to manage nonlinearity

 In the WSR, traditional planning strategies have provided the region with 
a certain ‘degree of robustness’ in relation to spatial development. Planning 
strategies, being reinforced politically and through the work of vested-
interest organizations, stimulated almost solely agricultural development and 
the protection of nature. As such, the region became rather unreceptive to 
alternative development trajectories. Hence the danger for the region to lapse 
into a lock-in situation. However, the impact of contextual dynamics gave rise 
to tensions (environmental and later socio-economic); this revealed the need for 
a greater ‘degree of flexibility’ in spatial development and planning strategies 
to mitigate negative socio-economic externalities and manage nonlinearity. In 
response, receptivity for alternative developments increased, i.e. the awareness 
to be able (or to become able) to anticipate relatively autonomous contextual 
dynamics.  

We have observed that emergent self-organized developments in the WSR 
increasingly revolve around ‘spatial qualities’ that provide localities with 
attractive features for tourism, recreation, leisure and living. If this represents 
a future development trajectory, it seems sensible to ‘qualitatively embed’ 
new development into a region: not only to mitigate as much as possible 
the negative impacts on the characteristics that represent the qualities of a 
place, but also to enhance these characteristics, ensuring that novelties avoid 
becoming stand-alone ‘parasites’ that live off these characteristics without any 
contribution. 

This represents a fundamentally different planning approach to spatial 
development. The call for such approaches to spatial development is increasing. 
Some housing types are contested (referred to as ‘white mould’) because their 
design is too generic and monotonous, lacking identity and architectural finesse 
(Abrahamse, 2002). It is argued that this has a negative impact on the ‘spatial 
quality’ of a place, and hence liveability and a sense of place or belonging, 
but also property values, attractiveness for visitors, etc. Similarly, the term 
‘spatial cluttering’ is used to refer to the negative impact of monotonous 
office buildings, industries and business parks. These examples illustrate the 
nascent development trajectory entailing new conditions for development. The 
consequences for planning are that new developments need to be assessed 

require decisions to be taken about the course of the development trajectory  
and the planning strategies applied. 

 Emergent nonlinearity, planning strategies and decision-
 making issues 

 Traditional forms of agricultural production and nature protection generally 
benefit from as little interference as possible from other types of land uses; 
however, different conditions for development apply to newly emerging land 
uses that revolve around a leisure-related usage of landscapes. As identified 
above, these rely on environmental and landscape amenities (‘spatial qualities’) 
such as characteristic landscapes, cultural heritage, nature, water and the 
sense of tranquillity. To retain these aspects, clearly both the viability of 
ecosystems as well as a viable agricultural sector are important. The latter 
is considered important to maintain local identity in terms of characteristic 
landscapes and cultural and built heritage (see Hubbard and Gorton, 2011), 
and subsidy schemes have been put in place to do so. Moreover, leisure-
related activities rely not only on their presence but also on the quality and 
ability to experience and access these place-based qualities. 

Controversially, when compared to traditional development trajectories and 
planning approaches, interaction and multifunctionality become increasingly 
of interest also to nature protection and agricultural development. For the 
agricultural sector, the possibilities for up-scaling have become limited. In 
response, farmers tend to take up organic and extensive farming to increase the 
quality of their produce (adding values) and are taking up secondary activities 
that are often related to tourism, recreation and leisure. Nature areas as 
stand-alone, monofunctional areas are also contested. First, there is a debate 
evolving about whether people to some extent ‘should’ have the possibilities 
to experience nature (compare this to the UK’s ‘freedom to roam’). Second, 
landscape and heritage have become economically exploitable assets, i.e. 
they have the capacity to generate income and employment. Third, due to the 
financial crisis and government cutbacks, alternative sources of income are 
needed to maintain heritage and ecosystem services. 

Gradually, a transition is emerging, triggered by a set of interlocking processes 
(e.g. internationalization, environmental awareness, increasing welfare and 
free time, changing lifestyles, local self-organized innovations). In this context, 
leisure-related modes of occupancy become increasingly important, alongside 
production and protection, for the spatial and socio-economic development 
of the region. In terms of planning strategies, it is not so much a question of 
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smart specialization [McCann & Ortega-Argilés, 2011]; related and unrelated 
variety [Frenken et al., 2007]; pluripotency [Hartman et al., 2011]). 

Qualitative change refers to differences in the characteristics of land uses, and 
differences in conditions for development that may apply. The case study results 
show that nature and agriculture generally benefit from sectoral approaches 
and minimal interaction with other types of land use. Connectivity with other 
functions is kept low, while this connectivity is a condition for emerging 
properties and developments. Usages such as tourism, recreation and suburban 
and exurban living tend to depend on and benefit from multifunctionality and 
integrative approaches that revolve around spatial quality. To anticipate such a 
shift requires alternative approaches to spatial development that are adaptive in 
character (cf. Hassink, 2010). Adaptivity, including adaptive planning strategies, 
calls for a combination of political receptivity (an open stance to change) and 
administrative reflexivity (reflecting on, assessing and adapting plans,  
strategies and institutional settings). 

Emergent nonlinearity puts planners in the position of transition managers who 
aim to guide regions to go through transition processes by ensuring that those 
regions have the adaptive capacity to do so. During a transition, controversies 
are likely to emerge when land uses are not compatible or complementary, and 
decisions need to be taken about the course of the development trajectory. 
Planning strategies should therefore include a degree of robustness: protecting 
regions from negative impacts and undesirable consequences that may impede 
their development (a strategic vision may hereby provide a basis for assessment 
of self-organized novelties). Simultaneously a degree of flexibility is required: 
enabling regions to agilely shift their focus in order to benefit from emergent 
alternative development trajectories. Here, stimulating novelties can contribute 
to the diversity of a place, opening up multiple potential future paths. Thus, 
planners are burdened with the task of guarding the robustness of a region while 
simultaneously stimulating flexibility when changed circumstances require it 
(see also De Roo & Silva, 2010; De Roo et al., 2012; Kuindersma & Boonstra, 
2010).

For both robustness and flexibility, deriving from the complexity perspective 
presented in this paper, it is crucial to monitor contextual dynamics (e.g. 
technology, economy, demography, climate, nature and ecology, politics), and 
assess their impact on the local and regional levels. Some contextual dynamics 
may be relatively slow moving (Geels, 2002) and can be ‘trend watched’ (e.g. 
demographics and climate change). At the same time, it is important to 
simulate and monitor self-organized bottom-up initiatives and assess whether 

not only on their functionality, effectiveness and contribution to employment 
but increasingly also on subjective aspects relating to spatial quality, such as 
their design, aesthetics, the impact on landscape design and local identity. For 
planning, this encompasses a transition from approaches that revolve around 
functionality per se to functions integrated well in their spatial environment in 
terms of quality.

2.6

 Reflection 

T
he WSR case illustrates the importance of at least some capability 
to manage nonlinearity. The analysis has shown that a combination 
of changing circumstances and socio-economic issues revealed a 

transition in progress, wherein planning strategies appeared to be too robust 
and inflexible. This is illustrated by the negative socio-economic effects 
resulting from the monotonous spatial and economic structures created to 
support the need for a highly effective, mechanized agricultural sector. Linearly 
continuing the development trajectory may create an even more monotonous 
and specialized landscape that becomes increasingly less suitable for 
alternative trajectories. As such, the region could lapse into a lock-in situation. 

Furthermore, due to a relatively strong restrictive planning regime, 
developments that deviated from vested trajectories emerged generally not 
because of, but in spite of the regime (cf. Slee, 2005). This situation indicates a 
reactive approach to dealing with dynamics. A more proactive approach aimed 
at stimulating and assessing the potentialities of self-organized initiatives, 
however, could anticipate emergent nonlinearity. A transition process can then 
become more fluid; instead of a collapse, this could involve a gradual process 
of moving from one state to the other through iterative adaptation to changing 
circumstances.

The case of the WSR illustrates also that the ongoing transition encompasses 
both quantitative and qualitative change (cf. Hartman et al., 2011). Quantitative 
change refers to the declining importance of one type of land use (or sector) 
relative to others, which may increase in importance, in terms of spatial and 
socio-economic development. These fluctuations may come about relatively 
autonomously as contextual circumstances change and reorienting a 
development trajectory may be (or become) beneficial. For spatial planning this 
can be interpreted as not to fully specialize in a single trajectory but to keep 
multiple options open (for example specialized diversification [Pike et al., 2010]; 
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they represent an alternative trajectory that potentially has a better ‘fit’ with 
emergent trends and the present or future situation desired by society. The 
persistency of partly autonomous multi-level dynamics implies that balancing 
flexibility and robustness is a key challenge for planners, spatial designers and 
decision-makers to manage transitions, and as such avoid negative lock-in 
situations. 
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